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1, IIllOPgCTIOM 

After the recent discovery of the intermediate vector bosons W* and 2° 
at CERN, the only missing ingredient in the Standard Electroweak Model is 
the Biggs particle. The mass ratio M^/Mj^ measured by the CERN experiments 1 ' 
is in a surprisingly good agreement with the prediction of the minimal 
Electroweak Model, which introduces one single Higgs doublet corresponding 
to four scalar (spin sero) fields. The Standard Model postulates that this 
Higgs doublet plays a very fundamental role in Nature. Without it, Nature 
would have been in a manifestly SU(2} x 0(1} symmetric mode. What a grey and 
boring Universe there would have been, with massless and indistinguishable 
fermions! It is indeed the Higgs which says "let there be light", by breaking 
the symmetry to the U(1) of electromagnetism, whereby the concept of electric 
charge is born and enables us to distinguish a neutrino from an electron, etc. 
Again the masses are all due to the Higgses. 

In the Standard Model the Higgs is a "fundamental scalar", i.e., it is a 
pointlike particle and not, for example, a bound state. In these notes, which 
are a continuation of previous lecture notes 2 *, I shall review some of the 
properties of the Higgs particle, as predicted by the Standard Model. 

The Lagrangian of the Standard Model, in its manifestly invariant mode, 
may be written, in the following form 

where $ denotes the fundamental fermions (left-handed doublets and right-
handed singlets), W r = (W¿,W¿.w^) and B^are the gauge bosons of SU (2J and 
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U(1) respectively and «p is the Higgs multiplet is) . In the minimal version 
of the Standard Model, one has 

« i (2) 

where vp̂  are real scalar fields. The spontaneously broken mode (or physical 
node) of the Standard Model Is obtained from (1) by replacing 

Í3) 

After diagonalizing the mass matrices and identifying the physical particles 
{for details see Ref, 2) one has 

£*-£.W,€) + £(G)+£CW)-\/«PJ*£(>H*&)> (4) 

where G denotes the physical gauge fields ÇW^ , Z ^ . A ^ ) and * stands for the 
physical feraioBs {mass eigenstates), The relevant terms for us here are 
the last three which read 

I t < f / f f e + a*r)f <«> 

Here we follow the definitions aad conventions of the previous lecture 
notes 2 *f g and g * are coupling constants and m^ refers to the mass of the 
ferai©» j. From the above formulae we have that 

f* (8) 

The scale of the symmetry breaking is determined by the constant v, which is 
empirically obtained from the Fermi constant G F > 
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V* * " w (9) 

Th© masses of W and I are comparable with the scale of symmetry breaking 
(M̂  ~ 82 GeV, M z « 93 GeV) but the fermion masses span an incredible range 
of values, via., 

' -^-«¿.¿ . do) 

How the doublet in (3} manages to produce such a variety of masses is, of 
course, a great mystery. 

2. INTERACTIONS AND DECAY MODES OF THE STANDARD HIGGS, «p 

The interactions of © are easily read off formulae (5) - (?). The 
o 

Higgs has three types of interactions : 
a) Interactions with the gauge fields {Eq. ( 5 )! summarized by the follow

ing diagrams and the corresponding interaction Lagrangians: 

V 

Note that there is no »°«P0«P0 coupling. Such a coupling is forbidden by Bose 
statistics. 
b) self-iateractleas bf «f>0,{if, Cf), gives 

"V ^ (12) 

c) Finally, the interactions with the fermions (Eq. (?)) is given by 

(13) 
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Relations (11) - (13) together with m 2 ^ = 2 h v* summarize the proper
ties of the standard Higga. Pro» these relations, It Is easy to compute the 
decay rates'* into a pair of gauge bosons. We have 

m - * V ) * [« . s aw * 3 a% J sfT^'ù a -

éH Six u 

£14) 

where 6 (x) •» 1, x > 0 ? I {xi = 0 , x < 0. 

The decay rate for Higgs going into a fermion pair is given by 

a f 5 

(15) 

where the factor N c (the number of colours) is a reminder that for quarks 
there is a factor of 3 enhancement as compared to the leptons. Prom the 
above formula it is evident that a light Higgs will predominantly decay into 
the heaviest fermion pair, allowed by phase space. A light Higgs, m < 2 ^ , 

will have a narrow width. For example putting m « 100 GeV, mfc « 40 GeV 
gives a width of about 60 MeV. The situation changes radically as soon as 
the Higgs decay into a pair of vector bosons becomes possible, because WW if 
and 2Z<f eottflinçf constants are huge (see (11) 5 . For m « 300 GeV, 
r(«>t * W + w") » 10 GeV. Thus very heavy Higgses will be hard to establish as 
bumps in effective mass plots, The Higgs, in addition to having the above 
direct {lowest order) decay modes, can decay (in higher orders) via other 
channels such as 

8*3 
g no 

where g * gluon • 
These processes, as shown above,involve a virtual ££ pair {also w+w~ pair 
for the photon mode) . The rates have been computed by several authors'* ~* * 
who quote 
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3Á \fl Jl \ 71 

(16) 

Here Mg, is the number of heavy flavours and I is a quantity of order unity 
for three families. The widths in (16) are very small and negligible as 
compared to those in (14) and (15). 

3, wQwmmsxm HIGGB mmMEMfS 

Here it is perhaps appropriate to briefly discuss some nonstandard 
Higgses. There are several questions which we may ask ourselves, assuming 
that the masses are indeed due to fundamental scalers, 
a) We know that the existance of a doublet of Higgses (Eq. (2)) predicts 
that the ratio 

is unity, in agreement with data 1 . Is the converse also true? Does p=l 
Jjsplf that the H f f s is a doublet? 
b> Is there aay reason for going beyond the standard Higgs doublet? 

In this section we consider the extension of Higgs multiplets and answer 
the above fttesttoBs, 

The simplest Higgs multiplet is a singlet, i.e., just a complex scalar 
field <4> = - Í J Í Í P Í + i** ) . If we wish to have charge conservation we must re
quire that <p is neutral. Then from Q = I s + Y, the hypercharge of « is zero. 
Such a singlet (1= 0 , Y-0) neither couples to W nor to Z. Moreover it cann't 
give mass to fermions. It can, however, interact with other Higgses. 

Next we consider a Higgs multiplet with isospin I, then Ij =I, l-l, , 
-I, We may denote the corresponding complex fields with ip(r ,lj ) , 

(17) 

tf . 
(18) 
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Assume that one of the components, <p(I, I,} is electrically neutral so that 
It can be shifted <p ( I, I j ) -*• <P(I,Ij) + - 7 5 , as before. Then the mass term for 
the gauge bosons is given by 

where 1 s ïi ± iTt . ara the isospin raising and lowering operators. 
Furthermore we have used that y « Q - T, and that Q 11,1 3 > = 0, as the compo
nent which is shifted ia, by assumption, electrically neutral. How we may 
use the relations 

Vi 
% f i. r, > * ¡a ̂ f3)(iii3f{)} ] r , X j ±i> , 

3 w f
3 - 3 % - J — , (20) 

to compute the gauge boson masses from (19) . We find 

where we have dropped the hat on I >. If there are several such Higgs multi
plets tpA with corresponding ieospins, third components of isospin and the 
spontaneous breaking scales 1^, lif and v^ respectively we get 

CCS<0„ <"~ 

Clearly, for any number of doublets P«l because I i — % and I l 3 = ±fc. Hext 
consider triplets. There are two possibilities a) l 5 = ±1, i.e. 
tp - up+ +,<p+,«>0) or its antimultiplet and b) I, = 0, ̂  = (tp+,tp°,^") . Let 
the v ' s be denoted by v f t and v^ respectively, then the masses are affected 
as follows 

eos ' e w (22) 
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We see that we can have p-1 even with triplets, provided v
a " 2 v£ • Thus, 

we have the answer to our first question t p»l does not imply that Higgs 
multiplets must be doublets. However with only doublets p-1 is obtained 
automatically, while including, e.g., triplets requires the "miracle" 
Iv a

Jj - 2 ï v b j in order to insure p»l. Furthermore, because 1/^ is a doublet 
and the right-handed fermions are singlets {<FL doublet) only Higgs doub
lets can couple to fermions and give them masses {this argument does not 
apply to Majorana mass for neutrinos). Therefore, nondoublet Higgs multi
plets are less attractive. 

Now we turn to the second question. Historically, there have been 
several motivations for considering more elaborate Higga schemes than the 
one in the minimal Standard Model. 

i) With only two families, the Standard Model could not accomodate the 
observed CP-violation. One solution to this problem was to introduce CP-
violation through Higgses. With doublets, one needs at least three of them 
in order to be able to generate a relative CP-phase in the weak amplitudes''. 
With three families one expects CP-violation even with just one doublet. 
Nevertheless, some authors feel that CP-violation directly arises through 
spontaneous symmetry breaking, i.e., it is due to the relative phases in the 
V s . 

ii) It is known that due to nonperturbative effects there can be a 
term ~6€. , G v l V G D C f in the Lagrangian of QCD. Here G is the nonabelian 

»yf' v P v 

field tensor for the gluons and I is a constant. This so-called 8-term 
causes both parity and CP-violation in QCD, which is not what is observed in 
Nature. One solution to this problem is to introduce'* an extra 0{1) symme
try (Peccei-Quinn symmetry) which would allow one to "rotate" 8 to zero. In 
the Standard Model this requires at least two doublets of Higgses. An 
important prediction of these considerations is that there is 1'* a light 
pseudoscalar boson, called the axion, which is the Goldstone boson of the 
broken Peccei-Quinn U(1)-symmetry. The axion of the two doublet model is 
excluded by data but there are more elaborate schemes which make the axion 
invisible. 

iii) The third main reason for introducing more than one Higgs doublet 
is that in supersymmetric extensions 5 1 * of the Standard Model at least two 
Higgs doublets are needed. 

With two or more doublets of Higgses the conservation of charge is not 
automatic and depends on the details of the Higgs potential. However, if 
the components of the Higgs which get shifted are parallel (in the SO(2) x 
U(1) space) one obtains charge conservation. Another â priori serious prob
lem with multidoublet models is that they generally lead to flavour-changing 
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neutral currents. Suppose that there are two doublets <pj and v>t and denote 
their neutral components by Hi and H*. Then the mass matrix of the charge 
2/3 quarks will arise from (see Sections 6 and 7 in Ref. 2) 

-X- - c | C ¿ (H, + v,)U + C¿ fjL (UffVz)fh* * * -

» r%ha + ^ ¿ I ^ Í K A * ^ — (23) 

where v ( and vj are the scales of the spontaneous symmetry breaking, and the 
c's are constants. He see, from {23) that the mass matrix is 

mjk ' m % +
 mJ?. { 2 4 ) 

which has to be diagonaliaed. This diagonalization of the sum in (24) does 
not, in general, diagonalize the terras m1^ and im 2 ' . Thus the interactions 
of Hi and Hj will be flavour nondiagonal 1 z* and we expect diagrams auch as 
shown in the Fig. 

These make large contribution to K° - K° transition which we know, from ex
periment, happens in second order in G p . Generlcally, we must require 

i.e., the Higgs mass has to be large (0(TeV)) in order to get enough sup
pression. 

In a 2 doublet model there are 8 real fields. Three of them give 
masses to W* and 2° and 5 remain in the physical spectrum. The physical 
Higgses are two charged ones H* and three neutrals h i , h 2 and h s . The physi
cal Higgses are obtained from diagonaiizing the Higgs mass matrix appearing 
in the Higgs potential, which I don't want to go into here. Let me make a 

final comment. Charged Higgses with masses in the Petra range nu. + ~22 GeV, 
would be produced in e e -* ' v ' •• H H . There is no evidence for such point
like scalar objects from data. Charged Higgs would also be produced copi
ously in t • b + H + decay. The discovery of top at the Collider, through 
t b + l + + v is an evidence against the channel t -* b + H + which is ex
pected to be much more important ( i f it is energetically allowed) because it 
happens in order Gp and is a two body decay. 
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In summary, the raulti-Higgs models are qenerieally very different front 
the single doublet model. However, we cann't exclude them, as they are 
difficult to pin down. For example the problem with the flavour changing 
neutral currents is cured by assuming that only one Higgs doublet gives mass 
to the Q=2/3 quarks and that there is another one responsible for the mass 
of the Q=-l/3 quarks, etc. 

4. gggji L I M I T S om Tim H I G G S M A S S 

The mass of the Higgs particle ®Q in the minimal Standard Model is 
given by 

m3% ~aUv? (25) 
where h is the coupling constant in the potential (see ! 6 ) , {12)). We know 
from experiment that v « 280 GeV but we don't know h and therefore the Higgs 
mass is a free parameter in the theory. Very naively, one would expect h<l 
in order that the *$ Q would not have strong self-interactions. Because if y>o 

has strong self-interactions there would be no reason why the simple poten
tial V(*) - -p*# +«p + h (tp+i<>) * should be relevant. Higher order terms { tp + tp ) n , 

n>2 are generated by self-interactions of the Biggs and their coefficients 
need not be small. Assuming h'l gives an upper bound for the Higgs mass 

w % i \/TT* . líLMk/. ( 2 6 ) 

3 
Putting g~0.7 fives & 4 * 300 GeV. 

A less naive upper bound on the lliqgs mass is obtained by considering 
W-W scattering. Coupling of W to Higgs being large one expects larger sensi
tivity to the Higgs mass in scattering of gauge bosons than in processes in
volving quarks and leptons. After all, without the Higgs the Standard Model 
is not renormalizablej the Higgs cures logarithmic divergences and letting 
the Higgs mass go to infinity should re-introduce the problem. It is found 
that 1' W-K scattering at the three level violates unltarity if the Higgs mass 
Is too large. The limit reads 

Much work has been done s 1^ to try and pin down the Higgs mass. The results 
are disappointing in the sence that the effects on presently measurable 
quantities are very small. For example, the two loop corrections to the n 
parameter (p s M ^ / Í M | C O S J 9 ^ )) depend on the Higgs mass as follows'h* 
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r Unci c¿s¿ Mi 

«hexe S| » s i n $ K , Cg » cos8 w« It turns out that,in addition to coefficients 
being small,there i s a cancellation between the correction terms in ( 2 8 ) , 

Even for huge values of the Higgs mass, ~ 100 f^, the correction i s very 
small, 16p\ < 0.5%. 

For nonstandard Higgses, in the Standard Model, i t is possible to ob
tain a r e s u l t 1 8 5 similar to (26) for the lightest of the Higgses, i.e., a t 

least one of the neutral Higgs particles should be lights, i.e., i t s mass m 

is bounded by 

¡29) 

Take any number of Higgs multiplets (no singlets). L e t the corresponding 
real fields be denoted by <Pi ,<*>*,... ,<p . The mass matrix i s then given by 

* % 3 f f e 

(30) 

where V is the potential and tp** - (<Í»Y , < P ? , . . .<p* ) corresponds to the minimum 
of the potential. The mass eigenstates are denoted by hi,ha,,,.,h . These 
are certain linear combinations of the w^. 

r * f 

where 0 i s an orthogonal matrix. We can r e w r i t e 1 5 ' V in terms of the mass 
eigenstates h_. By definition,the quadratic term in V evaluated at tp»<pv or 
h«h is diagonal in h^s 

i L , 

(32) 

where m^ is the mass of the Higgs h^. V expressed in terms of h's reads 

' "j (33) 
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- ñu + * ̂ 6 £̂ + 3 % j k f i r h A h r . ( 3 4 ) 

Here a and X are constants. They are completely symmetric in their indices. 
Let the shift in hj be denoted by <h^> = and define 

v 1» i 21 v , 2 

V j - « 4 > • {35) 

Then from {34) and {35) 

Multiplying with n^n^ and summing over j and k gives 

r a í « , (37) 

where 

r » Z I * j f e 4 »v . 

Furthermore at the minimum of the potential we have 

2 ^ ! = i , ™-t*-\ = 0 , 
•3 i f . I ^ < p . 'i 

i.e., 

w 
* hxh" (38) 

From (38) and (33) one h a s 1 5 5 

{39) 

Since the solutions v + « (-a ± /F 5-4hv T)/2h must be real, we must have 
o* ¿ 4hu*. Substituting v + in (33) shows that if cr<0 the solution v + is rele
vant and s>Q the minimum occurs at v_. In both cases ov<0. Substituting 
(39) into {3?) gives 
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i.e., 

X. r»j ry = a hv*+ erv € T.^M] (40) 

X i Î J 7 9 
wj* V ¿ m* 21 "/ « m c ( 4 1 ) 

where m Ä is the smallest aass. Thus o 

m0 < ihv. 

i.e., the upper limit for the lightest Higgs is as In the Standard model. 
This result is important because it indicates that even with many Higgs 
multiplets we don't have the freedom of pushing all the masses to infinity. 

5. LOWER LIMITS ON TlfE BIGGSMASS 

There is a lower limit on the mass of the standard Higgs particle. The 
limit comes about as follows. The potential for the spontaneously broken 
mode was 

Ví f ) = - r ' í f V + h ( <f>V/, (42) 

where y s > 0. Higher order corrections, such as shown in the Fig. modify 
this potential, 

tf W V> , % T 

v < X - -
^ (43) 

These corrections have been computed* V at the one loop level, using the 
methods of effective potentials. One then computes an effective potential 
which is a function of the "classical Higgs field", i.e., tpc is an ordi
nary function and not a field operator. The computation gives (neglecting 
the fermions) 

(44) 
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where 

[x&'+ts**!)'')*]' 
„i t S (45) 

h * aß 

Higgs, m^ , Is determined from 
Mote that the minimum of V (<i>_ ) corresponds to <<r *v*ana the mass of the 

e c 

————— * w « , 

i.e., 

(46) 

Thus the mass of the Higga is larger than (12B)Vwl2 GeV if h * 0 . But h 
need not be positive. As «>c • t°> the last term in (44) will dominate and 
there will be a ground state Irrespectively of the sign of h. We must re
quire, however, that V(v) < 0, otherwise the origin, <p = 0, will be the mini-
mum. and there will be no spontaneous symmetry breaking. We get 1 7 

i.e., 

Ii £ -f ß • (47) 

Substitution into (46) gives 

m % ">y H 8 V Í (48) 

numerically we get 

Including the fermion contribution in (43) modifies (48) to 
.1 

C E * «jr© „. • * (49) 

the last term in the parenthesis Is «{tn /Mw)". This correction is small un-
less the fermion mass approaches M . For m « 50 Gov.^ppj » 0.14. 
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In summary the mass of the «> of the standard model should lie in the 
range 7 GeV - 900 GeV. Unfortunately this "prediction" is not very helpful 
for the discovery of the Biggs, What a difference with the situation for the 
gauge bosons, where one knew rather precisely what mass to look fori 

6. PROPPCTIOlf MECHANISMS FOR TSESflKP&RP HIGGS 

In this Section I shall briefly mention the topic Higgs production. 
Higgs couples predominantly to heavy fermions and to gauge bosons {see (11) 
and {13})» For example, at the CERN Collider the direct Higgs production 
through annihilation of light quarks is suppressed by a factor ( m g / M w ) * » 10"* 
as compared to the N-production, if » « M v . The favourable production chan
nels are expected to be 

f) " w ' v " - * Í ? C 

Here I shall not discuss these processes. The interested reader may consult 
Ref. 18 for processes a) - d ) . For very heavy Higgses where the process f ) 
is very important Ref, 13 is an appropriate place to learn more. 
Last summer the observation of a particle called Ç with a mass 
M - (8322 * 8 i 24) MeV was reported in the process 

T ( t S ) + * • Í50) 

This was an example of class d) which is called the Wilczek 2 !' mechanicm. 
One can easily calculate the rate V * y * <$Q , 

«V ^ (51) 

Here V denotes a *S t - state with the third component of spin equal to S 9 ; 
it decays at rest and the quantization axis is along the photon momentum. 
0 is charge of the quark, V - (qq) ; \|> (0) is the q-q wavefunction at the 
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origin. We can get rid of the * (0) a a follows. The rate for V •* i*t~ is 
given by 

Mv {52) 

The ratio of the two rates is independent of the unknown * ( 0 ) , viz,, 

i\o ra/>iU) ^ n * M y < 5 3 ) 

For the process {50) we put 

Thus R « 5 x 10" S if Ç were the Higgs. Experiment gave R « 5 x 1 0 _ s which is 
two orders of magnitude too large. Also Ç was not seen in y (25) -*• y + any
thing . This was a puzzle for the Higgs interpretation as one expects the 
ratio in (53) to be the same for V - 7 (IS) and V = y(2S). At the time o f 
the writing of these notes it seems that the particle Ç has not been con
firmed in further runs of the experiment. 

7. OUTLOOK 

Books on particle physics used to start by telling us that there are 
four forces in Nature.- gravitational, weak, electromagnetic and strong. 
That was only a few years ago, before we knew that the Standard Electroweak 
Model does an excellent job in decreasing the number o f fundamental forces 
from four to three. But is it really true that there are only three or less 
forces? What about the masses? Where do they come from? As long as we 
only have the Standard Model with arbitrary looking couplings between the 
Higgs and the fermions there are "fundamental forces" which we don't under
stand. After all, the Higgs mediates 9-12 Yukawa type forces, with flavour 
dependent strengths. 

It seems unlikely that a fundamental scalar doublet is the origin of 
all masses. How could it generate 12 different "forces" with strengths in 
the range 2 x 10~ l ° and all the way up to ^ « 0.2? But we have so far 
no viable alternatives. 

The importance of pursuing the Higgs particle(s) cann't be overempha
sized. It is the only remaining ingredient in the Standard Model to be dis-
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covered. Of course, it also remains to check the nonabelian structure of 
the Standard Model but getting to know the Higgs, or its substitute, seems 
to be even more essential. After all from the 17-24 arbitrary parameters of 
the Standard Model all except 2,(g,g ' ), enter via the Higgs. Let's hope that 
fundamental discoveries in the "near future" will reveal to us how the pat
tern of masses is printed. 

I am indebted to Mrs Janny Asphaug for typing my lecture notes for 
these Proceedings. 
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